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ConfD WebUI Example
using JSON-RPC API
1. Introduction
In this application note, we provide an overview introduction to a new WebUI implementation example
which was added in ConfD 7.4. The example is released as a part of ConfD example package and can
be found in in the directory “examples.confd/json_rpc/webui”. Because this example is built on ConfD's
JSON-RPC API which is only a feature of ConfD Premium, ConfD Basic does NOT include this example.
In the first sections, we will briefly discuss the JSON-RPC API and give some trivial examples of how to use
the API from the command line.
The second part of this application note will cover the example’s architecture, selection of frameworks &
libraries, and a brief description of and orientation to the example’s codebase.
ConfD offers multiple northbound interfaces for management and integration of the networking devices.
•

CLI offers human-to-machine direct user interaction with the device and enables the traditional
method of management.

•

NETCONF enables a powerful programmable approach to device management for machine-tomachine interactions.

Implementing a WebUI for human-to-machine management using web-app technologies is also a popular
and practical approach in specific deployments or scenarios. Two of ConfD’s northbound interfaces can
be utilized for such use-cases:
•

RESTCONF for REST-like web-app architecture

•

JSON-RPC API for RPC style solution
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2. RESTCONF vs JSON-RPC
While both RESTCONF and JSON-RPC can be used to create a web-app management
application, each comes with specific pros and cons. Each possible solution can be better
or worse suited depending on solution requirements.
The following standards address the underlying APIs in general:
•

RFC 8040 - RESTCONF Protocol

•

JSON-RPC 2.0 Specification

Both of these APIs are programmable and web oriented. They utilize the HTTP(S) protocol
as their transport layer and XML or JSON for data representation.
A general aspect of RPC vs REST selection is that JSON-RPC seems better suited for
more complex or heavy "single page" applications used by a human operator compared
to the CRUD-like (Create, Read, Update, Delete) architecture of RESTCONF.
ConfD’s JSON-RPC API has, in comparison to RESTCONF:
•

Tighter method/parameters coupling

•

Datastore control - candidate/startup/running

•

More in-depth session control with a wider range of methods… sessions, 		
transactions, schema, datastores, rollbacks

3. ConfD JSON_RPC API
In this application note, only a brief description is given of the JSON-RPC API with enough
information to allow readers to follow the example. For a full description of the JSON-RPC
API, please, see the ConfD User Guide.
JSON-RPC provides a handful of methods with well-defined input method and
parameters and output result.
It uses HTTP(S) as the standard transport protocol and can be used in various contexts:
system shell (e.g. CURL command), client-side in browser, on backend/server-side, etc.
There are several points of interest in JSON-RPC API context.
•

Authorization is based on HTTP-only cookies.

•

Notifications are implemented using the comet model with long polling.

•

Depending on deployment type, Cross Origin Resource Sharing may need to be
addressed (both in ConfD web-server settings and client-side request headers).

•

As for other ConfD northbound APIs security, ConfD's NACM-based (NETCONF
Access Control Model) rules apply to the JSON-RPC API as well.
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Many points are described in detail in the ConfD User Guide. Please, see the following
chapters:
•

“WebUI Development” (theory intro, brief example of implementation)

•

“The JSON-RPC API” (protocol overview, concepts, API commands)

4. JSON-RPC API Operations
For example, the typical sequence of user activities for a session utilizing JSON-RPC can be:
•

Login

•

Create a new read or read-write transaction

•

Read a value or change a value

•

Iterate list of pending changes

•

Commit (save) the changes

•

Subscribe to changes and receive a notification

Let’s take a look at a few example requests and responses using the CURL tool which
are done as HTTP POST method messages. The following examples of CURL commands
assume that ConfD is running with HTTP web-server enabled on local port 8008.
4.1 Using JSON-RPC - CURL - LOGIN
First, , we need to invoke the login method. This retrieves an authorization cookie that we
will save into a local file using curl’s -c parameter to extract the data from response header.
This authorization cookie is used in all subsequent requests during this session.
The login request is built as a HTTP POST message as defined by ConfD’s JSON-RPC
API. We define the “login” method’s required parameters and the arbitrary id to allow for
matching asynchronous requests and responses.
Request:
curl http://127.0.0.1:8008/jsonrpc
-c ./temp.cookie.curl
-X POST
-H 'Content-Type: application/json'
-d '{"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"id": 1,
"method": "login",
"params": {"user":"admin","passwd":"admin"}
}'
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Response:
{"jsonrpc":"2.0",
"result":{},
"id":1
}
The primary output of this request is the authorization cookie. It is retrieved from the
response header and saved to a local file and is used for subsequent session requests
via curl’s -b parameter.
4.2 Using JSON-RPC - CURL - New Transaction
With a user session established, most of the following actions require either a read or
read-write transaction in order to read or modify YANG modeled data. Let’s create a new
transaction using the new_trans method.
Request:
curl http://127.0.0.1:8008/jsonrpc
-b ./temp.cookie.curl
-X POST
-H 'Content-Type: application/json'
-d '{"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"id": 2,
"method": "new_trans",
"params": {}
}'
Response:
{"jsonrpc":"2.0",
"result":{"th":1},
"id":2
}
The resulting transaction handle in the parameter can be sued in subsequent calls to
identify the penidng transaction.
4.3 Using JSON-RPC - CURL - Get List Keys
With a transaction opened, we can do various data related calls. For example, to check
on list-entries existing in a specific YANG data model path.
Request:
curl http://127.0.0.1:8008/jsonrpc
-b ./temp.cookie.curl
-X POST
-H 'Content-Type: application/json'
-d '{"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"id": 3,
"method": "get_list_keys",
"params": {"th":1,
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}

"path":"/netconf-state/sessions session",
"chunk_size":10,
"lh":-1

}'
Response:

{"jsonrpc":"2.0",
"result":{
"keys":[["17"]],
"total_count":1,
"lh":-1
},
"id":3
}
Here we ask ConfD for keys of up to 10 list entries via the chunk_size in the request. As
the list contains only one list entry, we receive back a single key array only as indicated by
total_count in the response. We can further utilize the result to retrieve nested data inside
the “.../session{}” subtree, etc.

5. Purpose of the WebUI Example

Many of ConfD’s daemon or library features come with examples to demonstrate usage,
integration, implementation details, etc.. In the same manner, the WebUI example shows
one of the ways in which we can utilize the JSON-RPC API relevant to web application
development.
The main purpose here is to show how one can utilize the JSON-RPC API and some of its
patterns to create a generic, dynamic front-end for device management.
It is important to explicitly state that the WebUI example is just an example:
•

It is not the replacement for the old deprecated and removed WebUI feature of 		
earlier versions of ConfD

•

It is not a production ready or supported product feature

•

It may not properly implement important WebUI concepts

The WebUI example:
•

Does show one possible way to implement parts of a customer written WebUI 		
solution

•

Can be used as an inspiration in some of the concepts

•

Has no “UI”/API technical support, features roadmap, etc.
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6. Example Architecture and Usage Flow
The example is structured as a "standard" ConfD example. It is delivered as a part of
the examples.confd package and follows the standard ConfD example with README,
Makefile, etc.
The primary component of the example is the web-app which is served from the ConfD
webserver. It is written as a client-side single page application (SPA).
Usage flow is very simple and straightforward:
•

ConfD is started with its webserver enabled

•

User visits ConfD webserver’s homepage (index.html)

•

JavaScript web-app is served to the client’s browser

•

Web-app is loaded into user’s browser

•

Ad-hoc AJAX requests are dispatched towards ConfD webserver
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7. Web-app Frameworks and Libraries
There are several frameworks and libraries used to build this example. Please, note that
there are many variants and options for each of the “puzzle pieces” which could be replaced
according to your project requirements.
•

With JSON-RPC being the example’s main star, for AJAX handling, we have 		
decided to use AXIOS - a Promise based HTTP client for the browser and node.js.

•

The main framework for the whole application is Vue.js - an open-source MVVM 		
JavaScript framework.

•

As the SPA application gets more complex with features being added, for			
internal state management, we use Vuex - state management pattern + library 		
for Vue.js applications.

•

For the frontend UI implementation, we have Quasar Framework - UI components 		
library.

•

To check-off the mandatory testing, there’s JEST - JavaScript testing framework.

8. Web-app Architecture
While proper web application design is out of scope for this document, we can describe a
few points relevant for this example.
For web-app project template & handling, we use quasar-cli. This is internally used by the
example’s Makefile and does not require any user interaction or knowledge.
JavaScript package management is handled by Yarn lockfile to provide stable and
reproducible builds.
The whole application is written as a Single Page Application and does not implement any
routes, etc. to save some development time.
Vue.js codebase - all the components of the web-app are written as Single File Components
(merging markup, script and styling of each component in single/common file).
The JavaScript codebase uses some of the ES6+ language features. There is no extra added
complexity as the web-app project build process already needs to transpile the code.
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9. Example Build and Startup
As previously mentioned, the example follows the standard ConfD example structure and
the build process is automatically handled via a Makefile. For details on how to build &
start the example, see the README file in the root directory of the example.
The JS frameworks and libraries are NOT packaged with ConfD or the ConfD example
set. All the external dependencies (node_modules) are automatically downloaded during
the initial build process and thus require an active Internet connection.
The standard build & start sequence executes the following steps:
•

Compile bundled example YANG data models

•

Download web-app build dependencies

•

Build web-app JS bundle via quasar-cli, babel, webpack

•

Copy JavaScript bundle & related files into ConfD webserver docroot

•

Start ConfD

•

Load example YANG data model initial configuration and operational data

10. Web-app - Main UI Parts
A brief description will help to understand the structure and some patterns used in the
codebase. The application consists of three major parts:
Device Config - Displays configuration/operational data of YANG data models currently
supported and running in the ConfD instance. The application represents YANG data
models as a dynamically generated tree-like structure. The application does ad-hoc lazyloading of schema and instance data for each node being displayed in the tree.
YANG Schemas - Shows YANG schema of each managed YANG module with brief info on
YANG structure, type definitions, etc. Each module’s schema is loaded in a single JSONRPC request.
JSON-RPC Requests - Intended as a sort of debugging list of all the JSON-RPC
messages exchanged with ConfD webserver. Shows all the request and response data or
full HTML request dumps.
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11. Codebase Details
The following sections add bits of extra information in order to provide a better
understanding of the example implementation details.
11.1 Codebase - Major UI Components
All the UI parts are implemented using the Vue.js and Quasar UI frameworks and are
located in the example's webapp/src/components subdirectory. It includes ".vue" SFC files
that implement all the Vue.js components. It is further split into afew more parts:
•

./tab-config - more complex, dynamically generated (lazy-loaded) representation
of device configuration and operational dat

• ./tab-yang - simpler tree representation of YANG schema built from a single
JSON-RPC schema request/response:
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• ./tab-jsonrpc - queue of JSON-RPC messages exchanged with the ConfD
webserver:

11.2 Codebase - Vuex Store
As mentioned in the list of libraries used, Vuex is used to keep track of application
state. The implementation and code related to this is located in the webapp/src/store
subdirectory and is split into several Vuex store modules:
•

config - Active YANG schema being displayed/edited

•

dblocks - CDB datastore locking

•

errors - JSON-RPC and application errors

•

models - YANG schema models data

•

responses - JSON-RPC responses log

•

server - ConfD webserver information

•

transaction - Active CDB transaction info

Each of the modules handles parts of internal application state and is used either directly
in Vue.js components or in underlying JS code - when processing JSON-RPC, code
managing internal state, etc.
11.3 Codebase - JSON-RPC Requests
JavaScript code responsible for dispatching all JSON-RPC requests to ConfD is
represented by a main class: ConfdJrpcDispatcher which is located in the webapp/src/
js/confd-json-rpc subdirectory.
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Here, the code acts as wrapper classes for raw invocation of JSON-RPC API methods. They are
split into several sub-classes, each dedicated to specific types of JSON-RPC methods - data,
database, schema, transaction, etc.
See the example source code and the ConfD User Guide sections 20.x - “Methods - …” to get a
better understanding of the details.
11.4 Codebase - Communication with ConfD
Vue.js components do not directly invoke JSON-RPC requests. There are middleware wrappers
for any activities involving ConfD information exchange located in the subdirectory webapp/
src/js/tasks.
Any data exchange (reading/modifying) which occurs between ConfD and the web-app happens
via calls to these “tasks” objects.

12. Web-app Testing

Proper web-app testing is out of scope for this example and application note. In a similar manner,
API compatibility testing is not done as a part of the example or this application note. We have
added only very simplistic coverage with a few pieces of "integration' tests that dispatch JSONRPC messages to ConfD’s webserver and verify successful responses. See the file jrpc-api-spec.
js in the example codebase for details.
Printout of the test execution can be done either directly or via the example’s Makefile:
$ jest --bail
PASS src/js/confd-json-rpc/ _ _ tests _ _ /jrpc-api.spec.js (8.092s)
✓ ConfD login (11ms)
✓ get _ system _ settings - models (60ms)
✓ new _ trans, delete _ trans - read/running (46ms)
✓ get _ schema - full for each model (1629ms)
✓ get _ schema - single level, with values (95ms)
✓ get _ data - exists (114ms)
...

13. Summary
This application note has provided an overview, walk through, and further background
information for the WebUI implementation example which was added in ConfD 7.4.
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14. For More Information
For more information about ConfD, visit https://www.tail-f.com
RFC 8040 - RESTCONF Protocol: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8040
JSON-RPC 2.0 Specification: https://www.jsonrpc.org/specification
For more information about the Web-app frameworks and libraries used in this example:
•

AXIOS - https://github.com/axios/axios

•

Vue.JS - https://vuejs.org/

•

Vuex - https://vuex.vuejs.org/

•

Quasar Framework - https://quasar.dev/

•

JEST - https://jestjs.io/
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